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Abstract. Movable cellular automaton method was used for simulating uniaxial compression of 3D porous ceramic 
samples. Pores were considered explicitly by removing randomly selected automata from the original FCC packing. 
Distribution of pores in space, their size and the total fraction were varied. It is shown that the relation between 
mechanical properties of the material and its porosity significantly depends on the pore size. Thus, value of the elastic 
modulus of the samples with large pores is greater than that of the samples with small pores by average value of 3%–16%. 
Strength value of the samples with large pores is less than that of the samples with small pores by average value of 12% 
up to the porosity of 0.55, and then becomes to be greater. When the samples contain small and large pores there is a 
maximum of mechanical properties at ratio of volumes of large and small pores of about 0.75.
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INTRODUCTION 

Porous materials are widely used in modern industry and have a great potential for using in future. It is well 
known that physical and mechanical properties of such materials depend both on volume and structure of pores. For 
example, the dependence of strength and elastic properties of porous materials on porosity is determined by the pore 
morphology (this problem has a long history [1] and is very interesting up till now [2–6]). The modern methods of 
calculating the effective elastic properties of composites, such as method of equivalent field and differential self-
consistent method, allow taking into account the pore morphology and are considered to be enough exact for small 
and high concentration of pores. But these methods are based on the assumption that material matrix is a continuum, 
and hence do not allow to take into account its microstructure. That is why the direct modeling of porous materials 
under mechanical loading is of high interest nowadays. Computational methods of continuum [2, 3] and particle 
mechanics are used for this purpose [5–8]. Note that the methods based on particle approach allow correct modeling 
of deformation and have their advantages for modeling the fracture.  

The purpose of this study was to reveal the influence of pore size on the dependence of the strength and elastic 
properties of porous ceramics on its porosity using a particle-based computational model [8]. This model is based on 
the method of movable cellular automata used herein for modeling porous ceramics samples in uniaxial compression.  
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MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The movable cellular automata is a new efficient numerical method in particle mechanics that is different from 
methods in the traditional continuum mechanics [8–10]. Within the frame of movable cellular automata, it is 
assumed that any material is composed by a certain amount of elementary objects (automata), which interact among 
each other and can move from one place to another, thereby simulating a real deformation process. The automaton 
motion is governed by the Newton–Euler equations. 

The forces acting on automata are calculated using the deformation parameters, i.e. relative overlap, tangential 
displacement and rotation, and conventional elastic constants, i.e. shear and bulk moduli. A distinguishing feature of 
the method is calculating of forces acting on the automata within the framework of multi-particle interaction [8–10], 
which provides for an isotropic behavior of the simulated medium. Moreover, stress tensor components could be 
calculated for the automaton taking into account all the forces acting on it [9, 10], which enables the realization of 
various models of plasticity behavior developed in the frame of continuum mechanics. 

A pair of elements might be considered as a virtual bistable cellular automaton (bound and unbound states), 
which permits the simulation of fracture by the movable cellular automata. Switching of a pair of automata to an 
unbound state would result in a changeover in the forces acting on the elements; in particular, they would not resist 
moving away from one another. 

Herein the movable cellular automata method was used for 3D computer simulation of mechanical behavior of a 
porous material under uniaxial compression. Response function of automata used in this study corresponded to 
ZrO2(Y2O3) ceramics with average size of pores commensurable with the grain size of the material and porosity 
equal to 0.02 (i.e. Young’s modulus of intact material was equal to 80 GPa and Poisson’s ratio was 0.3). According 
to the pore distribution diagram of this material [11] the automaton size in the computations was equal to 1 m. 

All the modeled samples were bricks with a square base; the base side a = 60 m and the height of the brick h = 
2a. To simulate loading, one and the same velocity in the vertical direction was assigned for all the automata of the 
upper layer, while the automata of the lower layer were fixed in the vertical direction [8]. Effective mechanical 
properties of a model sample were determined from the calculated loading diagram: the elastic modulus from the 
slope of the first linear part of the diagram and the strength from its maximum. 

Small pores were generated by removing single automata selected randomly from the initial FCC structure. A 
large pore was generated by removing single automaton and all its neighbors. The porosity values were varied from 
0 up to 0.7.  

MODELING RESULTS 

Let us consider the dependence of the calculated effective elastic modulus of 3D samples on its porosity. In 
Fig. 1 each point represents the value averaged on five representative samples with various pore distributions in 
space. As shown in [8], this plot can be divided into two characteristic parts connected with porous structure: the 
first corresponds to closed pores (0–0.25), the second corresponds to interconnected pores (0.25–0.65). The points 
corresponding to closed pores best fit the following equation  

 0 max(1 ) ,mE E C C  (1) 

whereas the points corresponding to interconnected pores fit much better another equation 

 0 0 max( ) ,mE E C C  (2) 

where C0, Cmax and m are adjustable parameters. The physical meaning of these parameters is clear. Cmax means the 
maximal value of porosity of a sample that have any strength for the given pore morphology. For example, the 
procedure used for generating porosity in this work has a limit beyond which the remaining automata would not 
interact with each other. They would “hang” in the air and not resist to any load. Indeed, it is well known that real 
materials having large porosity have pore wall thickness much less than the pore size. Thus, to generate larger 
porosity for samples based on FCC packing of automata it is necessary to remove not a single automata, but also all 
its neighbors. Parameter C0 in Eq. (2) means that at zero porosity the modulus is not equal to the value of intact 
material, but it allows adjusting to exact value at other porosity value, namely at percolation limit. 
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FIGURE 1. Plots of normalized elastic modulus of modeled 
ceramics versus its porosity 

FIGURE 2. Plots of normalized strength of modeled ceramics 
versus its porosity 

 
Data in Fig. 1 shows that the samples with large pores have greater elastic modulus than that with small pores 

and relative difference of the modulus increases with increasing porosity. 
Now, let us consider the dependence of the effective strength of 3D samples on its porosity. In Fig. 2 again each 

point represents the value averaged on five representative samples with various pore distributions in space. Note that 
the calculation results for the samples with closed porosity in Fig. 2 best fit the following equation 
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n

C C
C C

 (3) 

where Cn, Cmax, n and m are adjustable parameters [8].Whereas the modeling results for strength of the samples with 
larger porosity (0.25–0.65) fit very well the Eq. (2), i.e. the same equation as for the dependence of elastic modulus 
on porosity, but with different values of adjustable parameters [8]. 

From the data presented in Fig. 2 one can conclude that a) percolation transition manifests itself much better on 
strength dependence on porosity; and b) as opposed to elastic modulus the strength value of the samples with large 
pores is less than that of the samples with small pores by average value of 12% up to the porosity of 0.55 and then 
becomes to be greater. 
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FIGURE 3. Plots of normalized elastic modulus (a) and strength (b) of modeled ceramics versus ratio of volume fractions of 
large C2 and small C1 pores for various total porosity C 
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Further we studied the samples with various ratios of small and large pores. Plots of normalized mechanical 
properties of the modeled ceramics versus ratio of fractions of different pores are shown in Fig. 3. Here the most 
interesting is the maxima in plots at ratio of volumes of large and small pores of about 0.75. This could be explained 
by the fact that when all pores are large and we try to add several small pores instead of one large pore then it is 
possible to get thicker pore walls. Again, these maxima show themselves much better in plots for strength and for 
larger porosity.  

SUMMARY 

Deformation and fracture of porous ceramics have been successfully simulated using the method of movable 
cellular automata in wide range of porosity. To reveal the influence of pore size on the porosity dependence of 
mechanical properties of the material we explicitly consider equiaxed pores of different size stochastically 
distributed in space. The main results are summarized as follows. Elastic modulus of the samples with large pores is 
greater than that of the samples with small pores. Strength of the samples with large pores is less than that of the 
samples with small pores up to the porosity of 0.55, and then becomes to be greater. When the samples contain small 
and large pores there is a maximum of mechanical properties at ratio of volumes of large and small pores of about 
0.75. 
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